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MESSAGE FROM DEPARTMENT CHAIR

Mr. Mahesh Inamdar

Greetings to all.

Assistant Professor

We are amidst a challenging and unprecedented time.
The novel coronavirus has put us all into uncharted territory and the Post

EDITORAL BOARD

COVID world would never be the same. But, I am optimistic that our

Dr. Chandrashekhar Bhat

resilience will triumph and we would innovative new ways to adjust to

Professor and HOD

the new norms.

Mr. Mahesh Inamdar

I

Ms. Dolly Sharma

thank

all

of

our

students,

faculty,

and

staff

for

adjusting

to

the

challenges.

Dr. Kshetrimayum Lochan
Dr. Anirban Nag

Amidst these lock-downs, we have technologically enhanced our labs

Ms. Sanya Lakotia (Student)

Dr: Chandrashekhar Bhat which would greatly benefit students and with the return of our faculties,

Mr. Ravi Havanvar

Professor and HOD

(Student)

our diverse faculty base would further strengthen.
I am hopeful that the Department is all set to reach greater heights.

VISION

MISSION

Excellence in Mechatronics Education through
Educate

Innovation and Team Work

students

providing

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

a

professionally

healthy

learning

to

face

environment

societal

challenges

grounded

well

in

by
the

principles of Mechatronics engineering, promoting creativity, and

At the end of the course the student will be able to

nurturing teamwork

1. Apply the knowledge of sensors, actuators, controls,
mechanical

design

and

modern

software

tools

to

integrate a system for performing specified tasks

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
The Mechatronics graduates:

2. Articulate design, modelling. analysis and testing of
Mechatronics products, systems and controllers using
appropriate technology and software tools.

1. PEO1: Are expected to apply analytical skills and modelling
methodologies to recognize, analyse, synthesize and implement
operational solutions to engineering problems, product design and

3. Interface devices and elements to a central system
having
storage,
global

the

capability

retrieval,

of

real

analysis,

connectivity

time

decision

features

for

data

sharing,

making

with

visibility

and

intervention

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES
1. Engineering Knowledge
2. Problem Analysis

development, and manufacturing.
2. PEO2:

Will

companies

as

be

able

engineers

to

work

who

can

in

national

contribute

and
to

international

research

and

development and solve technical problems by taking an initiative
to develop and execute projects and collaborate with others in a
team.
3. PEO3: Shall be capable of pursuing higher education in globally

3. Design/ Development of Solutions

reputed universities by conducting original research in related

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems

disciplines or interdisciplinary topics, ultimately contributing to the

5. Modern Tool Usage

scientific community with novel research findings.

6. The Engineer and Society
7. Environment and Sustainability
8. Ethics
9. Individual and Team Work

4. PEO4: Are envisioned to become technology leaders by starting
companies based on societal demands and national needs.
5. PEO5: Shall develop flexibility to unlearn and relearn by being in
pursuit of research and development, evolving technologies and

10. Communication

changing societal needs thus keeping themselves professionally

11. Project Management and Finance

relevant.

12. Life-long Learning

PROGRAM OUTCOMES
The POs are exemplars of the attributes expected of a graduate of an accredited programs.
PO 1- Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the
solution of complex engineering problems.
PO 2- Identify, formulate, research literature, and analyze complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions
using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.
PO 3- Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified
needs

with

appropriate

consideration

for

the

public

health

and

safety,

and

the

cultural,

societal,

and

environmental

considerations.
PO 4- Use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of
data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.
PO 5- Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction
and modelling to complex engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.
PO 6- Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal, and cultural issues and
the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.
PO 7- Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate
the knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.
PO 8- Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice.
PO 9- Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.
PO 10- Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering community and with society at large,
such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give
and receive clear instructions.
PO 11- Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own
work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.
PO 12- Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the
broadest context of technological change.

DEPARTMENT
AT A GLANCE

ACCREDITATION

Inception 2012
5+ MOUs with Industry and Academia

NBA ACCREDITED

10 State of Art Labs

We

5 Student Startups

Accreditation has accredited "B-Tech in Mechatronics"

delighted

to

announce

that

National

Board

of

program for a period of 6 years (2019 - 2025).

PROGRAMS OFFERED
1. B.Tech-Mechatronics Engineering (2006)

This is a result of years of hard work and dedication of our

2. M.Tech-Industrial Automation and Robotics (2015)

faculty and staff under the guidance of Department and
Institution Heads.

JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS
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are

IET ACCREDITATION
Department of Mechatronics Engineering also applied for

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Institution

of

Engineering

and

Technology

(IET)

Accreditation UK for its BTech and MTech courses.

INDUSTRY COLLABORATIONS

The Advisory Meeting has been successfully completed in
June 2020, we are hopeful to complete the entire process
by Dec 2020.

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES
INAUGURATION OF E-YANTRA LAB
As the world ventures into domains with potential lucrative prospects, it's evident to encounter impediments. We envision to
prepare the future generation, with deal those with pertinent skill-set and aptitude. Ensuing to which e-Yantra Lab is one
such move towards that direction, which was inaugurated in presence of Dr. B. H. V. Pai (Joint Director, MIT Manipal), Dr.
Somashekara Bhat, Associate Director (Development), Dr. Narayan Shenoy, Associate Director (Student welfare), Dr.
Chandrashekhar Bhat – HEAD, Mechatronics Engineering and Dr. Kavi Arya – Principal Investigator, e-Yantra IIT Bombay
(through video conference)
e-Yantra is a project hosted by IIT Bombay to spread education in Embedded
Systems and Robotics and is sponsored by Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD) through the National Mission on Education through
ICT (NMEICT). e-Yantra Lab.
Setup Initiative (eLSI) supports infrastructure creation at colleges by providing
a platform for inducting teachers in Project Based Learning or “Learning by
doing”.

Lab Inaugurated by Jt. Director
e-Yantra lab offers students to experiment with some of the most advanced
devices present in Embedded domain and often comes up with challenging
projects floated by IITM- eYantra which reinforces the learning and enhance
their

interdisciplinary

knowledge.

Practical

sessions

are

build

on

to

comprehend core-fundamentals and case-studies of industries. Students are
encouraged to under-take national competitions and self-motivated projects.

Jt. Director addressing audience

GUEST TALKS
TALK ON “INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS”

TALK ON “INCREASING EMPLOYMENT
AND INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION: DOES
IT FIT TOGETHER?"

Department of Mechatronics
Engineering has organized an

A guest talk by Dr. Daniel

online talk on Industrial

Hahn, was jointly organized by

Robotics by Mr Suvayan Nandi

the Office of

(Manager – Robotics, Addverb

Associate Director (FD&W)

Technologies, Noida). Mr

and Department of

Suvayan Nandi is also an

Mechatronics in Feb 2020

alumnus of the department.
Talk addressed the basics and various accessories of robots,
starting with from basic of robot components, cells, structure of
robot system, robot selection criteria and safety equipments.

Dr. ING. Daniel Hahn is currently

the Co-Director of United

Smart Energy GE Gmbh, Germany, and is a member of expert
committe for Technology centre systems program from
MSME, GOI. He talked about, the global trend in robotics
through Industrial Revolution 4.0

TALK ON “CONTROL OF AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER VEHICLE”

We were humbled to be visited by Prof. Bidyadhar Subudhi Head, Department of Electrical Sciences IIT Goa, India to give
a Guest Talk on Control Techniques in Autonomous underwater vehicles. He touched upon his various research works, his
projects and shared the video divulging his research findings. He spoke in depth on some of the important topic which
overlapped with subjects of Mechatronics. We then had a wonderful Q&A session which greatly helped the interested
students and faculties.

DEPARTMENT WORKSHOPS
THREE DAY ONLINE TRAINING ON “ ULTRA LOW
POWER SYSTEMS”
The three days event over Zoom included training on Integrated Development Environment
(IDE), Core programs over Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) and Task Specific
applications.
This online training was informative for starters in the field of Microcontrollers. After
successfully attempting all the assignments the organisation issued an e-certificate.

Edgate Technologies, a third party organisation carrying activities of Texas Instruments University Programs in India have
conducted a three days online training on Ultra Low Power Systems over Texas Instrument Microcontrollers.

DEPARTMENT LABS

Embedded System Lab

e-Yantra Lab

Sensoric Lab

Modular Production system

Hydraulics Lab

lab

Drives Lab

Pneumatics Lab

IIoT Lab

Robotics Lab

PLC Lab

LATEST UPGRADES TO LAB
LECROY OSCILLOSCOPE AND

COBOT SYSTEM

FPGA BOARDS INSTALLATIONS
We have been updating our lab with latest
resources and syllabus based on current
trends.

This

requires

continuous

knowledge update and training process for
faculties to be able to craft practical case
studies to better impart the knowledge to
Faculties in discussion

A Collaborative robot with mechanical setup is
our latest entry to robotic lab
With an ever-growing trend of robotic system
being employed in various sectors of industry, it's
indispensable to train the future generation to
work with futuristic system, especially robots.

students.

Following the which we had an addition to our lab with Oscilloscope

To

instill

Humans

and FPGA Boards with latest accessories.

Harmonious
and

Robots,

Collaboration
Cobot

is

a

between
necessary

addition to our Robotics Lab to work alongside
These high parallel computing programmable devices are

students

in

Material

high

demand

and

we

have

updated

our

lab

with

in

the

shop

Handling

floor

and

like

activities

Removal

like

operations,

Painting Operations and Robotic Assembly Line

following tools:

Solutions to enable achieving faster lead times.
Xilinx Vivado Design Suite
Xilinx Zedboard Zync ARM/ FPGA
Development Board

Students would be able to learn to program,
perform many industrial activities and pursue
projects. This system will be a part of practical

Aritix-7 Trainer Boards

Faculties getting touch of the software

session from next semester.

FACULTY CORNER

DOCTORAL AWARDS

FACULTY OUTREACH
Dr. Ankur Jaiswal and Mr. Sivayazi K were guest

Dr.

Shwetha

Doctorate
Science

degree

and

Karunya
thesis

Vincent
in

Design

"An

for

MELISSA

the

a

on

Feb

Coimbator

Computer
2020

India.

Antenna

Transmitter

GB-SAR

conferred

of

Alternate

the

been

field

Engineering

University,

title

has

by
Her

Array

Module

System

for

of

Remote

speakers in FDP arranged by a Private Institution.
Dr

Jaiswal

development

was

also

amongst

committee

which

the

help

content

craft

this

program.
This was a very helpful session for many robotic
enthusiast to build foundational concepts and get
intuition of higher topics.

Sensing" and publications have been widely
revered and appreciated.

Dr. Vijay Babu Koreboina was invited by NIT
Warangal

as

a

COMMITTEE
Dr.

Shivashankarayya

conferred

Doctorate

Mechanical
National
India.

Hiremath

degree

Engineering

Institute
He

of

and

Polydimethylsiloxane
Composites

for

the

May

under

been

field
2020

Technology,

researched

"Development

on

in

has

and

by

topic

Characterization
Carbon

photo-actuation",

of

Black
his

publications have been widely cited and gained
huge respect in research community.

expert
for

in

SELECTION

SRF

position

for

INDIA IMPRINT PROJECT

of

Surathkal,
the

subject
Member

FACULTY COLLABORATION
Dr. Shivashankarayya Hiremath collaborated
with faculties of Manipal College of Nursing at
the MAHE to develop an innovative device to
help new mothers.
The

Prototype

was

presented

at

MAHE

innovation festival recently and was covered in
many newspapers.

RETURNING FACULTIES

NEWLY APPOINTED FACULTY

Mr. Kalyan pursued his research area in

Dr.

Anirban

IIT Madras

has

joined

Bio-Medical

the

Domain

.

His

Research

on

topic is "Assessment Of Skin Elasticity

December 23, 2019, after completing

By Using Surface Acoustic Waves" His

his PhD from IIT Madras. His PhD has

ongoing

been in the field of robotics, with his

research

department

Dr. Anirban Nag

Nag
of

Mechatronics

dissertation titled, “ A Comprehensive
analysis of kinematics, dynamics and
design

of

Stewart

platform

Mr. Kalyan
Chakravarthy
PhD Pursuing

NITK
interest

research
from

Surathkal.
include

is

KMC
His

a

collabrative

Mangalore
other

sensors,

and

areas

robotics

of
and

product developement.

NIT Surathkal

manipulators”.

Although not a mechanical engineer by training, fate has drawn

Ms. Pooja has submitted her dissertation

him towards a particular area of this huge discipline, namely

entitled “Sensors for detection of

mechanisms and robotics. Dr. Anirban’s area of expertise, in

antibiotics and antibiotic resistant

the area of serial and parallel robot manipulators.

bacteria”. The work involved

Over the course of his PhD he has published a handful of

development of an affordable device for

conference papers at national and international conferences and

detection of antibiotic resistance and

has a couple of journal publications to his name. His motto as a
teacher is to make the students realize, that engineering stands
on the assured shoulders of linear algebra, having learnt it the
hard way himself.

Ms. Pooja Nag
PhD Pursuing
IIT Mumbai

antibiotic residues in water and food.
The work has been patented, and
published in renowned peer reviewed
journals. This apart, she has been a part of
the team to develop advanced virucidal
nano-materials as surface sprays and
coatings for combating COVID-19

STUDENTS CORNER
STUDENTS ACTIVITIES

ALUMNI NEWS

COVID Scenario, has indeed imposed lock downs but hasn't deterred
the enthusiasm of our students.

Mr. Bhavya Agarwal and Mr.

Mr. Sandesh Manik one of our noted

Armaan of 4th Semester

alumni

participated in event help during

Stanford

Quark 2020 BITS Pilani and
Mr. Armaan C

student

secured 2nd Position.

Mr. Bhavya Agarwal

have

been

University
under

accepted
as

in

a

Master's

Design

Impact

Incoming Student Program.

Mr Manik has been known for bringing many laurels for
Mr. Anant Awasthi secured 1st place in JUST

the department and institution, he has won James Dyson

DUET at UNMAAD 20 in cultural fest of IIM B.

Award 2017, MIT Grand Hackathon 2019 and many
more. We wish all the very best for his future endavors.

Mr. Anant Awasthi

Mr. Vedant Murugkar of Team Manipal Racing
participated

in

Enduro

Student

India

2020,

a

national level design competition held in Pune.
He also participated in BAJA SAEINDIA 2020

Mr. Vedant Murugkar

oraganized by SAEINDIA in Pithampura, MP

ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS CHAPTERS/ CLUBS

I E MECHATRONICS

IE Group conducted INDUSTRIAL ROBOT WORKSHOP to get a
hands on experience with the industrial 6 axis ABB robot and the
software Robot-studio.
As the employment of Robots and Cobots in various Industrial sector
have

risen

sharply

part

few

years,

this

workshop

was

to

give

a

comprehensive idea on technical foundations, its digital framework
and various applications.

Starting from basics, workshop went on to cover many deep topics of
Robotics through software, students of different departments actively
participated in this workshop.

Student President: Mr. Bhushan Golani
Faculty Advisor: Mr. Shashank Pansari

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF AUTOMATION
Ensuing the rise in global demand and technological advancements in Automation, ISA has seen a sharp hike in membership
across all disciplines. This group has been pursuing innovative and valuable workshops/ projects in the past and we hope it
would continue in future as well.

Student President: Mr. Neehal Sharma
Faculty Advisor: Mr. DAP Prabhakar

